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This study is aim to know the influence of culture, social, privat, and psychology factors to the consumer’s decision in using service from BMT Al Hasanah syariah finance institution Lampung. This study uses questionaire as an instrument to get sample from 98 respondents, who become customers in BMT Al Hasanah Lampung. Besides, the data analysis is using multiple linier regression.

The result of data analysis using multiple linier regression shows that partially culture factor variable (X1) and social factor variable (X2) are not significant in influencing customer's decision in using the service (Y), while privat factor variable (X3) and psychology (X4) are significant in influencing customer's decision in using the service (Y). Simultaneously culture, social, privat, and psychology factors variables are significantly influence in the decision to use the service. So, BMT Al Hasanah Lampung should give more attention to privat and psychology factors to develop syariah finance institution which is appropriate with islam law.
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